Indonesian hashtag on Twitter. Combination of TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) and Phrase Reinforcement Algorithm are used as the methodology to do the automatic summarization. We use 2 sentences as the final summary result. It contains all essential information given by Twitter data. At the end of this paper, we describe the evaluation result by analyzing result using Precision and ROUGE. Based on the result, we conclude that TF-IDF and Phrase Reinforcement Algorithm can successfully generate summary and it works well enough on hashtags that do not have such lot variants of the word. Generally, summary results quality is quite low because the data still contains too much noise. The precision is 0.327 and ROUGE-1 is 0.3087.
Introduction
Twitter is a social media that has the highest number of users in Indonesia after Facebook. It is included as a part of social service category named microblogging. Microblogging is a blog that enables users to write a short text less than 200 words length. Twitter is quite different to other social media, especially in the message content. It is interactive, with open-source API, user can write, read, and also send a short message that is called as a tweet. A tweet has a maximum length of 140 characters and it can be seen by all the Twitter users. Therefore, Twitter is called as a microblogging social media.
One interesting point for Twitter user is that user can access hashtag (#) locally or globally (worldwide). Hashtag is a symbol used in marking or grouping topic on Twitter. It eases user to search tweets by topics. Hashtag is closely related to trending topic, yet not all hashtags is able to be trending topics. Trending topic is a topic in a short phrase which is most discussed by Twitter users. However, the presence of many hashtags that contains unnecessary information becomes problem. Sometimes it does not correspond with the hashtag tweets thus making it ineffective. As a result, Twitter users meet difficulties to find information inside the hashtag. Information adopted from hashtag can also have overloaded condition due to the number of tweets which always grows over time (real-time). Character length limitation also makes hashtag contains many words or phrases that are not standardized, concise and normal. Thus, it is so difficult to understand what information is going to be conveyed.
The problem described above can be solved by using summarization. Summarization (Lloret, 2009 ) is a technique for generating document that contains important information from some documents. Automatic summarization can be used to give comprehensive explanation and help users to understand the meaning of hashtag on Twitter. Focus of summarization is to take out important information from data source or information in large quantities and display them on a consistent, short and representative summary (Kageback et al., 2014) . Commonly, a proper summarization has to be done by human. However, the issue of huge amount of information or data sources makes human is no longer able to produce manual summary. It needs much time and energy. Summarization has two main techniques; they are abstractive summarization and extractive summarization. The most widely used approach is extractive summarization. Extractive summarization is a technique for making a summary by getting words or sentences from the original document (Cheung, 2008) . This technique has a result which looks similar with the original sentence structure.
Related Work
Research in summarization has been started since 1950s and it continues until now. Summarization refers to a text or document whether it summarizes single or multiple documents, in order to produce information that represents the original document content. Automatic text summarization in Indonesian language has been done by Silvia et al. (2014) . Aside from that, automatic summarization on microblog is a quite new research area. Sharifi et al. (2010) used TF-IDF and Phrase Reinforcement Algorithm in text summarization which are applied for tweet summarization. In other related research, Winatmoko and Khodra (2013) used TF-IDF to summarize Indonesian trending topic. Automatic summarization technique that we proposed combines two algorithms: TF-IDF and Phrase Reinforcement Algorithm. TF-IDF counts weight in every sentence inside the document. Cosine similarity is used after TF-IDF to look for relation between sentences before they are processed in the summarization. The other technique, Phrase Reinforcement Algorithm (PRA) is an algorithm to generate summary by searching for the most common or most often arise words by building a word graph. Summary is generated by the topics that have clear information and does not have a lot of variety in the written data. It makes PRA can work well and produce a good summary.
Methodology
We separate all steps in this research into two main phases; they are pre-processing phase and summarization phase. Pre-processing phase is a process that covers streaming, tokenization, normalization, TF-IDF, and cosine similarity; while summarization phase is a process that involves getting sentence, initializing token, making graph, calculating token weight, searching graph using Depth-First Search (DFS), and generating summarization result. Figure 1 explains us about pre-processing phase. Streaming is the initial process which gets all Twitter data. Data was taken using Twitter API (Application Programming Interface) that was provided by Twitter. We took tweets which used Indonesian language. It also a real-time process. Tokenization is a process of dividing the sentence or document into several tokens so that they can be used for the next process (Attia, 2007) . Normalization is the process of transforming abbreviated word into a normal word so it can form a structured sentence. In this experiment, we use the normalization scheme as proposed by Naradipha and Purwarianti (2012). TF-IDF is a process of calculating weight for every sentence based on term frequency inside one document and whole documents. Furthermore, cosine similarity is a process of calculating relation between sentences to get the best result. The range of result value in cosine similarity is 0 to 1. If the result is 1, then the relation between the sentences is perfectly connected and vice versa. Lastly, 10 highest results from previous process (cosine similarity) were taken for summarization phase. Result from pre-processing phase is used in summarization phase as attached in Fig. 2 . Every token in each sentence is initialized before entering the array. This process consists of assigning start node, end node, and root node. Making graph is a process of building graph which is the main process of PRA. PRA builds the graph for showing the word position before and after the topic. The graph has left and right node. The left node contains token that appears before the topic, while the right node contains the token that appears after the topic. Subsequently, weight is calculated for each token. Later, it continues with process of searching graph using DFS. It is a process of finding the best path using Depth First Search (DFS). It looks for the highest weight at first but if only the weights of all tokens are the same, it will look for the distance of each node. Finally, the summarization result is generated. It chooses the best path result from previous process and it is selected as the final result or output.
Results and Discussion
We collected tweets whose date range was from 12 th to 26 th January 2016. They consist of 30 hashtags which was only Indonesian language tweets. To make the steps can be understood easier, we give an example of processing one (1) hashtag from the beginning step till the end.
The following sample was taken from Indonesian Trending Topic #1, which it was 'Koruptor' (literally means corruptor). The data was taken at the end of October 2015 using Twitter API. Fig. 3 shows the shortened data after be processed through pre-processing phase. After getting the result above, we go to summarization process using PRA to construct graph according to the previous phase that is explained before. The word graph is shown in Fig. 4 . The next step is to specify the best start node. It is necessary to check weight on the first word from each sentence on graph. If there is a word that has the same weight, then we need to check the distance between the word and root. After that, specify the best path as the summarization result. When specifying the best path, we use DFS and weighting process so there will be no repetition in the same node. It can be seen in Fig. 5 .
No Data
We evaluated 30 hashtags by calculating their precision and ROUGE-1. In calculating precision and ROUGE-N for each hashtag, we use manual summary made by 26 person involving one (1) language expert in it. The manual summary was compared with the automatic summary which was made by our system. Some examples of the result are shown in Fig. 6 . The average values of precision and ROUGE-1 from 30 hashtags (only 10 samples are provided in figure  6 ) are relatively low, resulted on 0.327 and 0.3087. We conclude that the higher the precision value, the less relation between the automatic summary and manual summary. Meanwhile, the higher the value of ROUGE-1, the more important information in the manual summary that contained in the automatic summary. Ideally, good summary is one with the high value of ROUGE-1 and precision. From the evaluation above, it shows that the increment of precision value on each hashtag will be followed by the decrement of ROUGE-1 on each hashtag. 
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Conclusion
Based on the results and discussion, we conclude that:  The algorithm can produce summary that represents the important information from hashtag. The summary result will be better if tweets are relevant with the hashtag. In certain circumstances, hashtags do not represent the tweet content.  Phrase Reinforcement Algorithm can work well on data that do not have lots of word variety.  The summarization algorithm was tested using precision and ROUGE-1 on 30 hashtags from Twitter with Indonesian language. The average values of precision and ROUGE-1 were 0.327 and 0.3087. This shows us that the quality of summary result is quite low. This is because most of the data still contains a lot of noise. Algorithm which can resolve the noise will be advantageous.
